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Show off your new skills in my 

Facebook group (Ashlee Brotzell 

Designs) and on Ravelry 

All my social media links are 

here: 

https://linktr.ee/LFMandMosaic 

Center-Out Tutorial Square 
An Interlocking Crochet Tutorial 

Introduction 
I am so excited to offer another way to make my patterns: interlocking crochet from the center out! (Don’t forget that 
interlocking crochet can also be called “Locked Filet Mesh”, among other things). 

Why would you want to make something from the center out? Mostly because it looks really great with a self-striping 

yarn. It also allows you to stop at any point and still have a square (if you’re not sure how far your yarn will go). I made a 

longer list of reasons on my website: https://ashleeslint.com/?page_id=5579 

I strongly suggest you become familiar with “regular” interlocking 
crochet first; see my tutorials: ashleeslint.com/tutorials 

Complete video tutorial and walk-thru of this pattern on YouTube: 

https://youtu.be/7W0OmcZwfrM 

Yarn weight and hook size can easily be adjusted, just keep in mind your 

finished project will use a different amount of yarn and be a different 

finished size. If you share your works on Instagram, tag me: 

@AshleesLint 

 

Important Details  
• US crochet terminology 

• 4.5 mm hook (US7) 

• 5.25” x 5.25” / 13.5cm x 13.5cm 

• Worsted weight yarn (40 yards total) 

o Main color (MC) – 20 yards  

o Accent color (AC) – 20 yards 

• Gauge: 16 DC x 8 rows = 4” 

Right side at left, and wrong 

side shown above 
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Key 
AC = accent color (pink on chart / even-numbered rounds) 

MC = main color (green on chart / odd-numbered rounds)  

Back = the wrong side of your work 

Front = the right side of your work (you never turn your work, so the right side is always facing you) 

AC/MC to Back indicates you need to place the AC/MC yarn towards the BACK of your project 

AC/MC to Front indicates you need to bring the AC/MC yarn towards the FRONT of your project 

CROCHET STITCHES USED (US terminology) 

BLO = use the back loop only 

ch = chain: pull a loop of yarn through the loop on your hook 

dc = double crochet: yarn over, insert hook, yarn over, pull up loop, *yarn over, pull through two loops* twice 

hdc = half double crochet: yarn over, insert hook, yarn over, pull up loop, yarn over, pull through all three loops 

MR = magic ring: lay yarn across front of index and middle fingers, loose end hanging down; wrap yarn over and behind 

fingers then back up the front of your hand; cross yarn over yarn towards your wrist and hold working end of yarn with 

pinkie finger; insert hook under yarn closest to fingertips, grab the other loop of yarn and pull a loop up (with a slight 

clockwise twist); chain 1 to hold it together. You will crochet over the side that has 2 strings and when you are done you 

can tighten the loose end. See my video tutorial or my photo tutorial at ashleeslint.com/magicring 

sk = skip a stitch 

SS = slip stitch: insert hook, pull a loop through everything on your hook 

SPECIAL TERMS USED 

Ch3 in Back/Front counts as your first dc and chain  

C = Corner: chain 2 (when added to previous stitch that makes 3 chains between the double crochets in each corner) 

B = double crochet (dc) behind the previous row, and chain 1 

F = double crochet (dc) in front of the previous row, and chain 1 

Join = SS to finish the round. This stitch goes into the 2nd chain of the first ch3 of the round, or it can be made into the 

first window space 

INTERLOCKING CROCHET TECHNIQUE 

You are creating two layers of mesh that happen to be worked around each other. Each color of yarn gets stitched into 

itself only. Each double crochet goes into the previous row’s double crochet. There is a chain space between each 

double crochet that doesn’t get worked into. You alternate using each color of yarn and thus can do the double crochet 

in front or behind the opposite color’s chain space (never yarn over in a way that it encloses that chain space on both 

sides). Do not cut your yarn at the end of each round, just use a stitch marker to keep the live loop waiting. Detailed 

tutorial  (that’s the tutorial you’re currently looking at).on this technique in PDF and YouTube video format can be 

found at https://ashleeslint.com/2020/07/21/locked-filet-mesh-lfm-photo-tutorial/

Remember, each color is 

worked into itself only and 

there is a chain space 

between each DC 
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Setting up Foundation Rounds 

AC foundation round (counts as round 0); make a circle:  

Chain 8, slip stitch in first chain (making a loop). Chain 3 to prepare for 

next round. Place stitch marker to hold live loop. 

 

MC foundation round (counts as inner dot and then round 1); 

create a 4-corner square: 

Create a magic ring. Chain 7, *double crochet in magic ring, ch4* 3 times, 

slip stitch to 3rd chain from the beginning. Tighten magic ring. Chain 3 to 

prepare for next round. Place stitch marker to hold live loop. 

 

Bringing the foundations together: 

For this pattern, the MC cross goes in FRONT of the AC circle & round 2 begins with a ch3 in FRONT so you will push the 

AC circle through the front of the top-right MC corner. The AC circle is now BEHIND the MC cross and the AC working 

yarn and stitch marker remains in FRONT of the MC box. 

Continue with Round 2 (using AC). All even-numbered rounds use AC; odd-numbered rounds use MC. 

(For full picture tutorial, see next pages) 

Repeat between asterisks (*) 

3 times. 
 

2 - MC to Back, Ch3 in Front, F1, 

*C, F2*, C, Join  

3 - Ch3 in Back, F1, *C, F1, B1, F1*, 

C, F1, AC to Front, Join 

4 - MC to Back, Ch3 in Front, F1, 

B1, *C, B1, F2, B1*, C, B1, Join  

5 - Ch3 in Back, F2, *C, F2, B1, F2*, 

C, F2, AC to Front, Join  

6 - MC to Back, Ch3 in Front, F1, 

B1, F1, *C, F1, B1, F2, B1, F1*, C, 

F1, B1, Join  

7 - Ch3 in Back, B2, F1, *C, F1, B5, 

F1*, C, F1, B2, AC to Back, Join  

8 - MC to Back, Ch3 in Back, B3, 

F1, *C, F1, B6, F1*, C, F1, B2, Join  

Cut and tie off AC 

9 – Final border: Ch3 in Back, hdc 

in BLO in every AC dc stitch. For AC 

chain stitches, and when possible, 

insert hook into BLO of the 

previous MC round as well. In the 

corners: hdc, ch2, hdc. 

Alternatively, you can do normal B 

stitches all the way around 

instead. 

Cut and tie off MC. Weave in ALL 

ends (don’t forget the original 
magic ring needs to be tightened). 

FINISHED!  

Take a picture and share it! 

@Ashleeslint 

#lockedfiletmeshcrochet

 

Image 1: MC corner-square in black yarn and AC 

circle in blue/purple. 

Image 2: push AC circle 

through MC corner 

Image 3: AC circle is now 

behind MC cross, AC working 

yarn remains in front of MC 

outer square 
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THIS IS A PHOTO TUTORIAL, SO I’VE NOW REPEATED THE PATTERN WITH A DEEPER 
EXPLANATION BESIDE IT AND A PHOTO AFTER EVERY ROUND. THIS IS NOT 

NORMALLY INCLUDED IN MY PATTERNS. 

 

As stated on the previous page in the foundation rounds, the AC circle (light purple/blue yarn in picture to the right) 

counts as round 0 and each even-numbered round uses the AC. The center dot on the chart counts as nothing; it is your 

MC magic loop. The first round of MC stitches is created in the foundation setup and that counts as round 1.  

The beginning of each round starts in the middle of a side. The MC yarn will always be to the left of the AC yarn at the 

beginning of a round. Make sure each dc goes into the same color you are working with (as in, black dcs always get 

crocheted into the previous black round, the purple yarn gets pushed out of the way. 

The asterisks (*) in the written instructions begin with your first corner. Repeat between the asterisks 3 times until you 

get to your final side which is half-done already. Finish the side with the final instructions given. 

Every even-numbered AC round will first tell you what to do with the MC working yarn and live loop. Either place it to 

the back of your project, away from you, or bring it to the front of your project.  

Every odd-numbered MC round will tell you what to do with AC working yarn and live loop at the end of the round 

BEFORE your slip stitch join to finish the round. 

Joining foundations 
When you bring your two foundations together you may need to place the AC circle in front or behind the MC cross. And 

your working AC tail will need to be in front or behind the MC outer square. First get your working yarn in the right place 

and then move the circle if necessary (push it to the front or the back through the top-right MC corner). 

    

AC working yarn in FRONT 

of MC square;  

AC circle in FRONT of MC 

cross. 

AC working yarn in FRONT 

of MC square;  

AC circle BEHIND MC cross. 

AC working yarn BEHIND 

MC square;  

AC circle in FRONT of MC 

cross. 

AC working yarn BEHIND 

MC square;  

AC circle BEHINDMC cross. 
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Repeat between asterisks (*) 3 times. 

2 - MC to Back, Ch3 in Front, F1, 

*C, F2*, C, Join  

3 - Ch3 in Back, F1, *C, F1, B1, F1*, 

C, F1, AC to Front, Join  

For round 2, make sure that you are placing all the 

dcs into the circle you created in the foundation 

round. I found that the final dc was the hardest one 

for me to get into the circle (I often made the 

mistake of putting the final stitch into the first 

corner). See image to the right; final dc needs to be 

done still. 

Reading the written pattern at round 2: first, we push that MC yarn and 

working loop to the back out of the way. The next stitch says Ch3 in Front. 

This Ch3 counts as your first dc and chain. I like to ch3 at the end of the 

previous round before placing my stitch marker. It makes it easier to manage. 

So, this stitch is a confirmation that you’ve got those chains in the right place. 

If you are not familiar with how to do a front and back stitch in interlocking 

crochet please see my other tutorial: 

https://ashleeslint.com/2020/07/21/locked-filet-mesh-lfm-photo-tutorial 

Each C means corner. F and B stitches before and after the C get crocheted 

into the corner window or the 2nd chain depending on your preference. Chain 

2 to create a corner (this places 3 chains in the corner because you also have 

the chain you created with your last F or B stitch: a dc,ch). If you chain tightly 

you may wish to add another chain in the corners. After you chain 2 for your 

corner, turn your piece and then place your next F or B stitch into the same 

gap you used for the F or B stitch right before you did the ch 2 corner. 

The final slip stitch can go into the first window space you created, or you can 

count the chains from your first ch3 and place it in the 2nd chain. It doesn’t 
say anything here, but I prefer to do my chain 3 for the next round now and 

then place the stitch marker to keep the live loop ready. 

The two photos below round 2 are showing the right side and wrong side at 

the end of round 2. You do NOT turn your work when working from the 

center-out, but it may help you to see what it should look like. The ends from 

the magic ring and foundation circle need to be longer so you can properly 

weave the in (I cut mine for the pics). 

 

Round 3 uses your MC (black in my case).  Ch3 in Back is again referring to 

the ch3 you made at the end of the foundation setup. You don’t need to 
worry about the AC working yarn until you get to the end of the round. 

BEFORE you do your final slip stitch you must take care to put the live AC loop 

and working yarn to the front or back of your project so that it is ready for 

the next round. 

For round 4 (and every even-numbered round) you are once again using your 

AC. See next page for pics after each round and final border round. 
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4 - MC to Back, Ch3 in Front, F1, 

B1, *C, B1, F2, B1*, C, B1, Join  

 

 

5 - Ch3 in Back, F2, *C, F2, B1, F2*, 

C, F2, AC to Front, Join  

6 - MC to Back, Ch3 in Front, F1, 

B1, F1, *C, F1, B1, F2, B1, F1*, C, 

F1, B1, Join  

 

 

 

 

7 - Ch3 in Back, B2, F1, *C, F1, B5, 

F1*, C, F1, B2, AC to Back, Join 

8 - MC to Back, Ch3 in Back, B3, 

F1, *C, F1, B6, F1*, C, F1, B2, Join  

 

Cut and tie off AC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 – Final border:  Ch3 in Back, hdc 

in BLO in every AC dc stitch. For AC 

chain stitches, and when possible, 

insert hook into BLO of the 

previous MC round as well. In the 

corners: hdc, ch2, hdc. 

See next page  
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The purpose of this final border round is to lock the two layers together. Some patterns will have more stitches that are 

not interlocked than others and they may require this stage to close the hole between the two layers. Other patterns will 

have lots of stitches locking the layers together but this final border round still looks really nice so I would do it to any 

project.  

ALTERNATIVELY, if you are having too much trouble, your final border round can just be regular B stitches all the way 

around (with regular ch2 corners).  

You can also choose to only lock in some of the MC stitches from two rounds earlier. 

9 – Final border:  Ch3 in Back, hdc in BLO in every AC dc stitch. The first hdc (in BLO) goes into the AC dc directly to the 

left of the MC ch3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For AC chain stitches, and when possible, insert hook into BLO of the previous MC round as well. 

 

  

Wrong side shown; hook going through 

back loop of AC and then back loop of MC 

in the previous round as well. 

Wrong side shown; MC loop pulled 

up through back loop of previous 

round MC and then back loop of 

AC. 

Wrong side shown;  

hdc completed. 

 

 

First hdc made 
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In the corners: hdc, ch2, hdc. When you reach the 3 chain spaces in the corners: for the first hdc, use the BLO of the AC 

chain and the MC chain below. The second hdc uses the next BLO chain of the AC but uses the same MC chain space. 

Then chain 1 and hdc into the second chain again (using the same MC loop). The final hdc in the corner uses the BLO of 

the AC chain and the same BLO of the MC chain below. 

  

Front side of a completed corner Wrong side of a completed corner 

 

Do all four sides of your piece then join with an invisible join or slip stitch. Cut and tie off your MC. Weave in your ends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations!  

Learning new skills can be difficult, take a break if you’re feeling frustrated and try again later. Watch 
the video tutorial. Ask for clarification and help in my Facebook group: Ashlee Brotzell Designs. Don’t 

give up! You’ll get it eventually! 
 

 

This tutorial took me weeks to create – please respect my copyright on the images, words, and chart. 

See next page for the chart. 

 

Do not distribute this PDF; you may direct people to my website for their own personal-use copy. 
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KEY for Interlocking Crochet Center-Out
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MC = Main Color: green on chart (odd numbered rows)
AC = Accent Color: pink on chart (even numbered rows)

Chart is read from the bottom up, right to left. Middle section gets repeated for each side of your square and then you finish with final half-triangle and join to the first
half-triangle from the start.

Setting up Foundation Rows:
AC foundation row (counts as row 0); make a circle:
Chain 8, slip stitch in first chain (making a loop). Chain 3 to prepare for next row. Place stitch marker to hold live loop.

MC foundation row (counts as inner dot and then row 1); create 4 corners:
Create a magic ring. Chain 7, *double crochet in magic ring, ch4* x3, slip stitch to 3rd chain from the beginning. Tighten magic ring. Chain 3 to prepare for next row.
Place stitch marker to hold live loop.

Row 1, column 3 tells you whether to place MC cross in front of AC circle (F) or place MC cross behind AC circle (B).

Final column in row 1 tells you whether to place AC working yarn in front of MC corner (arrow down, indicating your yarn needs to be in front of MC) or place your
AC working yarn behind MC corner (arrow up, indicating you put your yarn to the back of the project).

Even numbered rows, using AC:
First column tells you where to put the MC working yarn. Second column refers to your chain 3 that you prepared last time you worked with this yarn; you can
double check if it is in front or behind. Column 3 has no symbol and does not get used. Column 4 is your next stitch: F or B.

Slip stitch to the first chain 3 space to finish each round, then chain 3 in preparation for next round (counts as first DC and chain space) and place stitch marker to
hold your live loop.

Odd numbered rows, using MC:
First and second columns have no symbol, do not use these squares. Third column refers to your chain 3 that you prepared last time you worked with this yarn; you
can double check if it is in front or behind. Follow symbols across to final column which tells you where to put your AC yarn BEFORE slip stitching the round closed.
Then chain 3 in preparation for next round (counts as first DC and chain space) and place stitch marker to hold your live loop.

Name: Comments

MC Main Color

AC Accent Color

No symbol Regardless of color, this square doesn't get used

B: DC, ch1 Working BEHIND other color

F: DC, ch1 Working in FRONT of other color

C Corner: Chain 2

Move MC / AC to Front Move yarn away from you to the wrong side

Move MC / AC to Front Bring yarn towards you to the right side
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Thank you for your support! I hope 

you enjoy this pattern. Check out 

my tutorials on YouTube and feel 

free to contact me if you still have 

questions! 

www.YouTube.com/c/AshleeBrotzellDesigns 

ashleebrotzelldesigns@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

© 2021 Ashlee Brotzell. 

All rights reserved. This publication is protected under federal copyright laws. Reproduction or 

distribution, in whole or in part, in any medium, is strictly prohibited.  

 

What does this mean? 

This is an original pattern by Ashlee Brotzell. You may not copy, reproduce, sell, or share any 

part of it whether for profit or not. This includes, but is not limited to, the written pattern, the 

chart, and the photos. No translations or video tutorials are allowed.  

 

Sales of your finished items are, of course, unrestricted (and I wish you all the best!). I appreciate 

credit given to the designer when possible, but it is not a requirement. You may tag me 

@AshleesLint or direct people to my website www.ashleeslint.com 

© 2022 Ashlee Brotzell. 




